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Chap 1 An Intmducticn to DRAM

1.2.1 ccess and Sense Operations

Next, we examine the access and sense operations. We begin by assuntv

ing chat the cells connected to D1, in Figure 1.24, have logic one levels

(+V,g,.;i2) stored en them and that ihe cells ccnnccted to DO have logic zero

levels (—VgCi2) stored on them. Next, we form a digitline pair by considcr~

ing two digitlines fmrn adjacent arrays. The digitline pairs, labeled D0/130*

and DE./D1*, are initially equilibrated in lfco/2 V. All wordlines are initially
at O V, ensuring that the rnhit transistors are OFF. Prior to a wcrdline firing,
the digérlines are electrically disconnected from the £79512 bias voltage and

allowed to float. They remain at the vac/2 PRECHARGL" voltage due :0
their capacitance. ‘

To read mbitl, wcrdline WLO changes to a voltage that is at least one
transistor Vm above lag. This voltage level is referred to as Vggp or V9,». To
ensure that a full logic one value can be written back min the inbit capacitor,
lfccp must remain greater than one Vm above V55. The mbit capacitor
begins to discharge onto the digitline at two different voltage levels depend»
ing on the logic level stored in the cell. For a logic (me, the capacitor begins

to discharge when the wordline voltage exceeds the digitlinc PRECHARGE
voltage by V”. For a logic zero, the capacitor begins to discharge when the .

wordlinc voltage exceeds Vm. Because of the finite rise time of the word»

line voltage, this difference in tnrrron voltage translates into a significant

delay wher reading ones, as seen in Figure 1.25.

WL2 WL3 WL6 WL7

_l Sense amps
D1 I31“

[30

V
A fire

Worclline drivers

Figure 1.34 Simple array schematic (an cpen DRAM array).
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Sec. 1.2 DRAM Basics
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‘ii?’ Figure 1,25 Cell acccss waveforms.

Accessing a DRAM cell results in <:harge—sharing between the mbit

capacitor and the digitiine capacitance. '§his chargc—sharing causes the digit-

line voltage either to increase for a stored logic cine or tea decrease for 3 stored

Logic zero. Ideally, cmly the cligitline connected to the accessed mbit will

change. In reality, the other digitline voltage also changes slightly, due to par-

asitic coupling between digiilines and between the firing wordline and the

other cligitline. (This is especially true for the folded bitline architecmre dis-

cussed later.) Nevertheless, a differential voltage develops between the: two

fiigitlines. The magnitude of this voltage difference, or signal, is a function of

the mbizf capacitance ( C,,,£,,-,. ,1, digizlinc capacitance {Cd;g,,), and voltage stored
on the cell prior to access {Vm«,). See Figure 1.26. Accordingly,

V
signal :

V Cmbzz1:1‘ —é‘—" -
Ci’ Cdigiz‘ + Cmbir

A V5,-g,,6,1 of 235mV is yielded from a design in which FM, = 1.65,

Cmbjg = and Cdfgfy =
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